DoVA Students

MFAs 2014
Dado
Jinn Lee
Robert Tucker Rae-Grant
Nick Raffel
Sophia Rhee
Ramyar Norouzi Vala
Daniel Volk

MFAs 2015
Carris Adams
Alex Calhoun
Autumn Clark
Zak Harvey
David Barret Lloyd
Sara Rouse
Tori Whitehead
Richard Williamson

BA SENIORS
Alexa Baker
Felicia Crespo
Julianna Estall
Ryan Ho
Elizabeth Jay
Miriam Stevens
Lida Anita To
Lauren Wright

Honors Track SENIORS
Nicole Cherry
Adam Dunlavy
Jane Fentress
Alexander Gordon
Sarah Manocherian
Valia O'Donnell
Arthur Stachurski
Lida Wu